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I. TOPICS.  The following topics are included in this report, which 
shows coverage for the quarter that extends from January 1, 2012 
to March 31, 2012. 

 

• Government                               
• War  
• Education 
• Health Care/Medicine 
• Environment and Science                                                                                
• Economy/Consumer Interest  
• Religion and Social Issues 

 
These topics are addressed at the three daily editions of 
TELENOTICIAS at 11:00 a.m., 5:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. 
 
The afternoon newscast includes special segments like “NUESTRA 
GENTE” (“Our People”) dealing with people in need or those who 
have become role models by overcoming obstacles; “SALUD Y 
BIENESTAR” (“Health and Wellness”) about Medicine and Health 
Care issues; and “NUESTRO PLANETA” (“Our Planet”) concerning 
the environment. 
 
 On February 12, 2012, the News Department will launch the 
politics analysis program “Tu Voto 2012”.  This program will be 
conducted by one of our reporters, and will have a panel of analysts 
to discuss the politics themes, issues and campaigns.  This program 
will be aired on Sundays at 10:00 p.m. 
 
 

II. SPECIAL PROGRAMS.  Telemundo air special programs and 
takes part in social and cultural activities for public benefit.   



GOVERNMENT 

1/3 Governor Luis Fortuño avoid publicly supporting the management of 
Police Superintendent Emilio Diaz Colon to the violent beginning of the 
year  

1/4  After 10 years of negotiations, an agreement is reached with the AAA to  
  sign a new collective agreement 
1/5  Begin preparations for the feast of Kings at Luis Muñoz Rivera Park 
1/6  Governor Luis Fortuño distributed toys to thousands of children in the 
  Luis Muñoz Rivera on the Three King Day 
1/9  Gov. Luis Fortuño announced that he will inspect 100% of the trucks  
  entering the country in an effort to control the illegal entry of weapons and  
  drugs 
1/9  Governor Luis Fortuño signed a viable Projects of a query for legislative  
  Reform 
1/9  The appointed Electoral Commissioner of the PDP blamed the President  
  of the CEE elections jeopardize the company selecting "Unisyn Voting  
  Solutions" for the electronic ballot 
1/9  Governor Luis Fortuño gives ultimatum to Rep. Jose Luis Rivera Guerra to  
  explain the irregularities against him or he can not aspire to political office 
1/10  Governor Luis Fortuño and Resident Commissioner Pedro Pierluisi  
  Inspected various infrastructure projects aimed at the canalization of rivers  
  and flood control in various parts of the island 
1/10  The Ethics Commission shall decide whether to investigate the complaint  
  that Dr. Ivan Gonzalez filed against the representative Jose L. Rivera  
  Guerra 
1/10  The representative Rivera Guerra must show proof  about the irregularities  
  for which could be left out of elections 
1/11  Gov. Luis Fortuño participated in a discussion with community leaders and  
  the third sector as part of the trainings to establish the pilot phase of the  
  "peace accords" in Loiza 
1/11  The PNP Representative José Luis Guerra at the last minute gave the  
  documents they required the President Cameral 
1/12  The Speaker of the House of Representatives referred to the Ethics  
  Commission to Rep. Jose L. Rivera Guerra 
1/16  A group of young people make the campaign "When you Vote Think" in  
  order to create awareness when choosing people who will lead the  
  country 
1/16  The government and its agencies and corporations is the largest customer  
  of delinquency of the PREPA, with debts amounting to millions of dollars 
1/16  Revealing picture of the candidate for governor by the PPD, Alejandro 
  García Padilla, which appears next to a subject that is on the list of “Most 
  Wanted”. 
1/17  Governor Luis Fortuño denied that his administration and the Ethics  
  Commission of the Chamber are to be lenient with the representative Jose  
  Luis Rivera Guerra who is under investigation by that body 



1/17  Community representatives PR HIV-AIDS reported expressions of the  
  Secretary of Health, Lorenzo Gonzalez, asking for a vote for statehood in  
  the middle of a meeting to discuss serious problems with my health cover 
1/17  The Commission deEtica House began research on the possible violation  
  of laws relating to essential services, which will decide the political future  
  of Rep. Jose Luis Rivera Guerra 
1/17  The electronic ballot axis remains controversial 
1/18  The candidate for governor by the PDP, Alejandro García Padilla held a  
  press conference about their security plan 
1/18  The political struggle came to social networking in what might be classified  
  as the first political debate through the Web, including Governor Luis  
  Fortuño and the PPD candidate, Alejandro García Padilla 
1/18  The ex-wife of Jorge De Castro Font will face trial after a judge of the SJ 
  Judicial Court found cause of tax evasion charges that weighed against  
  her 
1/18  Live interview with Alejandro García Padilla 
1/18  The PPD delegation in the Ethics Commission demanded that people 
  who are payers for the electricity and water bills from Rep. José L. Rivera 
  Guerra be summoned 
1/19  Federal authorities conducted another raid against fraud in the Medicare 
  Program in PR 
1/19  The Speaker of the House of Representatives, Jennifer González and 
  Women’s Caucus, Albita Rivera, announced the filing of a bill crimina- 
  Lizing the offense of Femicide 
1/20  Investigation of the Ethics Commission against Rep. Rivera Guerra is in its  
  final stage 
1/20  Officials from various government entities deposed before the Committee  
  on Ethics on the alleged irregularities committed by the PNP  
  representative Jose Luis Rivera Guerra 
1/23  Judge Gisela Romero directed the Secretary of the Interior and Governor  
  Luis Fortuño to submit in writing the reasons why should not make public  
  information on travel and expenses as Chief Executive and his Cabinet  
  during this term 
1/23  He began the process of printing ballots for the March 18 primary, but the  
  candidacy of José Luis Rivera Guerra remains in limbo, as his case has  
  not been resolved by the Ethics Commission 
1/23  The PPD reacted to the resultas of the investigation of the Ethics 
  Commission against representative José Luis Rivera Guerra 
1/23  Some of the proposed anti-crime plan of Alejandro García Padilla might be  
  put into effect immediately if the legislature approves the measures  
  proposed by the delegation popular 
1/23  A new study highlights that memory begins to decline ahead of schedule 
1/23  The Ethics Commission of the Camera recommended to fined for 10 days  
  of expense account and publicly reprimand Rep. Jose Luis Rivera Guerra,  
  for being negligent in processing the building permit for residence in  
  Aguadilla 



1/23   Governor Luis Fortuño announced a new initiative of his government to  
  remove illegal weapons circulating in the country 
1/24  The popular candidate for mayor of San Juan Héctor Ferrer, referring to  
  reaction to the Ethics Commission made by the President of the Senate  
  against Senator Alejandro García Padilla 
1/24  Governor distanced himself from the decision of the Ethics Committee of  
  the House of Representatives passed a reprimenta to 10 days without  
  dieting for the Legislator Joseph L. Rivera Guerra 
1/24  Health Secretary apologizes to HIV patients for expressions to back 
  Statehood 
1/24  The directory of the PNP will decide the future of Rep. Rivera Guerra, after  
  the House of Representatives decided not to expel him from the  
  legislature 
1/24  The Senate Ethics Committee found cause to investigate Senator Sila  
  Marie Gonzalez for allegedly lifting a frivolous lawsuit against President  
  Thomas Rivera Schatz 
1/25  A Senate investigation concluded that the mayor of Juana Diaz and his  
  employees allegedly committed serious irregularities 
1/25  the Chairman of the Planning and Infrastructure, Larry Seilheimer, asked 
  At a public hearing to coalitions, associations and environmental groups 
  Who support the Northeastern Ecological Corridor to look for alternatives 
  That reconcile with the nature reserve 
1/25  The PNP reported that Alejandro Garcia Padilla traveled to Dubai and the  
  UAE in 2006 with public funds, three months after the government of  
  Anibal Acevedo Vila decreed a government shutdown for lack of funds 
1/25  Dozens of citizens expressed their outrage to the President of the Ethics  
  Committee of the House, Liza Fernandez, whom they accuse of protecting  
  the representative Jose Luis Rivera Guerra, carrying towels to the Capitol 
1/26  The Senate candidate for the PDP, Luis Santini Gaudier, filed a Complaint  
  against the CEE in relation to the company chosen for the electronic ballot 
  the next election 
1/26  Alejandro García Padilla is in NY, where one of the measures contained in  
  his proposed plan for the crime it’s already enforced in that State 
1/27  In seeking to address drug trafficking through various fronts, Governor  
  Luis Fortuño today travels to Miami to meet with officials from the coast  
  guard and customs services and border immigration 
1/27  Patillas Mayor Benjamin Cintron, continues to struggle against the PNP 
  contesting his disqualification as a candidate for reelection 
1/27  The Speaker of the House of Representatives, Jennifer Gonzalez, initiate  
  an investigation against the officials of the AEE and AAA who testified  
  before the Ethics Commission against the legislator José L. Rivera Guerra 
1/27  The President of the Senate Committee investigating allegations against a  
  deputy of the Supreme Court Chief Justice warned that pesquiza ordered  
  by the Courts Administration would interfere with the legislative 



1/27  Issue arrest warrants against former representative Ivan Rodriguez  
  Traverso, who has filed eight charges in absentia 
1/30  Former PNP legislator, Iván Rodríguez Traverso, is negotiating his  
  surrender with the Office of the Special Independen Prosecutor 
1/30  The Governor called on the Senator Alejandro García Padilla to disclose 
  Who paid for his stay in three cities he visited with a delegation of PREPA 
  And is not broken down in the records of the corporation  
1/31  The PR government has spent $ 82,000 on 35 trips for  Governor Luis  
  Fortuño in three years, according to the webpage of La Fortaleza 
1/31  Could occur at any time the delivery of ex-representative Ivan Rodriguez  
  Traverso, accused of corruption charges 
1/31  After days of negotiations, tension and waiting, this afternoon was  
  handcuffed and placed under arrest former representative Ivan Rodriguez  
  Traverso 
2/1  The high crime and attacks on police are the topics discussed at the  
  Headquarters 
2/1  The former representative Ivan Rodriguez Traverso is in maximum  
  security custody after his bail could not give half a million dollars 
2/1  Gov. Luis Fortuño distanced himself from the expressions of the Interior 
   Secrtario Marcos Rodriguez Ema against PPR candidate Alejandro  
  García Padilla and his wife 
2/1  The six associate judges of the Supreme Court appointed by the PNP  
  circulated a resolution to rescind the contract by the Office of Court  
  Administration extended the former independent special prosecutor, Cesar  
  Lopez Cintron, to investigate the judiciary 
2/1  The crisis in the maritime transport services to the island municipalities of  
  Vieques and Culebra caused this afternoon the House of Representatives  
  met in full Committee to call for the Secretary of Transportation, Ruben  
  Hernandez Gregorat 
2/1  Alejandro García Padilla stepped out to the complaints of the Secretary of  
  the Interior on the form that filled separated from his wife 
2/2  Former legislator Iván Rodríguez Traverso requested through his counsel 
  a discount bond with the hope of getting out of jail  
2/2  Governor Luis Fortuño denied that his government has recruited more  
  Than 9,000 public employees in the last year, months after laying off  
  Thousands with the Law 7 
2/2  Humacao Mayor Marcelo Trujillo branded of politicking the action to refer  
  him to an independent special prosecutor for alleged criminal activities  
  relating to the Special Communities Program 
2/3  Judge Isabel Llompart denied the request of former Senator Jorge De  
  Castro Font to represent himself legally in cases of bribery and extortion  
  Facing 
2/3  The former representative Ivan Rodriguez Traverso could be freed on bail  
  after Judge Nerisvel Duran agreed to modify the conditions of his bail 



2/6  The Courts Administration shall be summoned as a witness by the Senate  
  committee investigating the allegations made by a sheriff against the Chief  
  Justice 
2/6  Secretary of Justice,  Guillermo Somoza, announced that will be returned 
  In the form of tax credits the called money luxury labels 
2/6  Iván Rodríguez Traverzo rquested the court to dismiss the charges  
  Against him, under the allegation that the cause of arrest against him 
  is illegal 
2/7  The former Appeals Court Judge and former President cameral, Zaida  
  "Cucusa" Hernandez filed a complaint against the Administrator of the  
  Courts for violating the Canon 9 of the Code of Judicial Ethics 
2/7  Governor Fortuño was emphatic that his administration has not ruled 
  Out the construction of the pipelin, saying it is wrong to say otherwise 
2/7  The staff of the Municipal Police responded to the proposals SJ safety of  
  the popular candidate for mayor, by summarizing the achievements of the  
  force 
2/8  Patillas Mayor Benjamin Cintron, convinced a judge to certify a candidate  
  after the Evaluation Committee of the NPP candidates do not qualify 
2/9  If winning the election in 2012, Alejandro Garcia Padilla will started with  
  the implementation of a fire detection system that will minimize the  
  criminal action and shooting into the air 
2/9  Senate President Thomas Rivera Schatz invited the Chief Justice of the  
  Senate, Federico Hernandez Denton, to appear at the hearings of the  
  Commission to investigate the judicial branch and declare under oath 
2/13  Governor Luis Fortuño reiterated that the legislature does not want 
  Rep. Rivera Guerra in his ballot 
2/13  Former representative Iván Rodríguez Traverzo has his first court date 
  Officially 
2/13  The decision to favor PDP vote Yes on the referendum ballot has caused  
  political controversy 
2/13  The gubernatorial candidate for the PDP, Alejandro García Padilla,  
  defended the call to vote in favor of territorial commonwealth in the  
  consultation as a way to punish the governor 
2/13  The independence leader Ruben Berrios, attacked the leadership of the  
  PDP by the proposed punishment vote in the plebiscite of November 6  
  Status 
2/14  The President of the Senate Committee investigating the use of escorts  
  and public funds by the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court denied that  
  the investigation has expanded to include former presidents who  
  requested information 
2/15  Governor Luis Fortuño said that government is working with the  
  automation of the statistical system to prevent manipulated the numbers  
  on the crime rate 
2/15  Political parties have until today to inform the alternatives defended in the  
  Nov. 6 referendum to benefit from $ 1.5 million allocated for guidance and  
  Campaign 



2/16  Barceloneta Mayor arrested on corruption charges 
2/16  The candidate Alejandro García Padilla suspended the mayor of  
  Barceloneta in all positions of leadership in the PDP 
2/16  The DTOP said the new system that will print the motor vehicle licenses  
  online will mean laying off employees 
2/16  The ideas of the people already in the hands of three of the candidates for  
  governor, who undertake to implement them in their government programs 
2/16  The PPD is ready to face the state investigation against Senator Alejandro 
  García Padilla 
2/17  The Board of the PNP remains closed session to decide whether Rep.  
  Jose L. Rivera Guerra on the PNP ballot 
2/20  The NPP Campaign Director, suggested that Senator Alejandro García  
  Padilla had nebulous ties with the government of Hugo Chavez in  
  Venezuela 
2/20  The PPD anticipated that the fourth State Message to be delivered by the  
  Governor Fortuño, is full of lies and very detached from economic reality  
  facing the country. 
2/20  The first survey for Your Vote 2012 by the consulting firm Economic  
  Linkages for the Alliance of Telenoticias, Radio Island, Noticel and Vote  
  Smart, yielded mixed results, among them a rejection of the status query  
  with the elections 
2/21  Governor Luis Fortuño pronounce this afternoon his last message of 
  Situation before the November elections 
2/21  Alejandro García Padilla, candidate for governor by the PPD, did not 
  Stay to herar the message of Governor Fortuño 
2/21  The popular minority in the chamber and the Senate called false and 
  Unreal the governor’s message 
2/21  To protest what they called anti-worker policies of this administration, 
  Various labor groups protested during the governor’s message 
2/21  The issues of education, economy, public safety and status, dominated 
  Message content on the situation of the country that gave the Governor 
  Luis Fortuño  
2/21  The panelists of Fuego Cruzado discussed the message of governor 
  Fortuño, dominated by issues of public safety, economy and status 
2/22  Resume in the Senate hearings which investigates alleged misuse of 
  Public funds in the judiciary 
2/22  Governor Luis Fortuño spoke this afternoon at La Fortaleza with Tele- 
  Noticias to respond to the criticism he has received for the content 
  Of his message, from different sides, both political and social 
2/22  The Senate Committee investigating the use of public funds for private 
  Purposes in the judiciary, recess untill next week 
2/22  Governor Luis Fortuño accused who opposed his constitutional amend- 
  Ment to limit the right to bail in cases of first degree murder to defend 
  Other interests that are not decent people of the country 



2/23  The representative Héctor Ferrer was arrested last night after starring 
  In an alleged domestic violence incident with his partner in the home 
  They share in Cupey 
2/23  The top leadership of the PNO was condescending to his opponent  
  And at least for the moment, would not get political advantage to the 
  Incident of Héctor Ferrer 
2/23  The PPD decided to give the space needed by Héctor Ferrer to 
  Clarify its situation before making decisions about the political future 
  Of it 
2/24  Continue the pause in the PPD, it is not known what will decide the 
  Representative Héctor Ferrer after the events of yesterday 
2/24  The VP of the PPD, Héctor Ferrer, will have to wait until Monday to see 
  if the Justice Department referred or not alleged case of domestic 
  Violence by the FEI panel 
2/27  General Attorney, Guillermo Somoza, recommended the appointment 
  of a FEI to investigate the popular representative, Héctor Ferrer, by the 
  alleged acts of domestic violence ocurred on Wednesday 
2/27  The Speaker of the House of Representatives, Jennifer González, said 
  That will wait for the report rendered by the FEI on the case Ferrer, then 
  decide wheter it relates to the Ethics Commission of that body 
2/27  Justice Secretary, Guillermo Somoza, rejected it is pushed to the ex- 
  Mate of Héctor Ferrer to sign an affiddavit about the alleged incident 
  Of domestic violence 
2/27  The popular representative Héctor Ferrer broke his silence after five days 
  To announce that does not give up his aspirations for mayor of San Juan 
2/28  Senate Vice President Larry Seilhammer talks about the safe use of  
  Four track vehicles 
2/28  A new advertising policy was deployed on Roosevelt Avenue in Hato Rey 
  Regarding the alleged incident of domestic violence between Héctor  
  Ferrer and his partner 
2/28  After five hours of meetings, the Chairman of PPD, Alejandro García 
  Padilla, announced that Héctor Ferrer resigned from all positions of 
  Leadership in the party 
2/28  Senate President Thomas Rivera Schatz said Alejandro García Padilla 
  Should resign, as it has been a failure as President of the opposition  
  Party 
2/28  The Speaker of the House of Representatives, Jennifer González,  
  Reacted to the resignation of representative Héctor Ferrer 
2/28  The panel of analysts of Telenoticias, Fuego Cruzado, comented on 
  Héctor Ferrer resignation from all his positions 
2/28  Senator Evelyn Vázquez will not be investigated by an independent 
  Special prosecutor 
2/29  Preliminar hearing was held against the former mayor of Barceloneta,  
  Sol Luis Fontánez, for fraud to federal programs by extortion and 
  Bribery 



2/29  Héctor Ferrer’s lawyer, publicly demanded an investigation into the leak 
  Of the NIE means certain data included in the affidavit offered by the 
  Former partner of the legislator in the domestic violence scandal  
  That led to his resignation 
2/29  Héctor Martínez and Juan Bravo will have to wait until tomorrow to  
  Know what will be their Judgment 
2/29  The dome of the PPD leadership, Alejandro García Padilla, is held in 
  The Party headquarters analyzing strategies and work plan to fill 
  Vacancies arising by the resignation of Héctor Ferrer 
3/1  Senate hearings are resumed in camera, in investigating the use of 
  Public funds in the judiciary and the Supreme Court 
3/1  Alejandro García Padilla commended the former Mayor Héctor Luis 
  Acevedo, the finding of the ideal candidate for mayor of SJ 
3/1  Former PNP Senator Héctor Martínez, and businessman Juan Bravo 
  Were sentenced to four years in prison each on charges of conspiracy 
  And bribery, after being convicted in March of last year 
3/1  Ex-Senator Héctor Martínez is transferred to a federal detention center 
  In Guaynabo to begin to extinguish his sentence of 4 years in prison 
3/1  The Attorney General does not refer to the NIE’s the request of Héctor 
  Ferrer’s attorney to investigate whether the statements of the ex-couple 
  Wer filtered by his representative Agency 
3/1  The panel appointed a special independent prosecutor to investigate 
  The domestic violence case of former representative Héctor Ferrer 
3/2  The Court of Boston will take care of the case filed by the cardiologist 
  Iván González Cancel, will the intention to be able to go to primary against  
  Governor Fortuño  
3/2  The former-secretary of Housing, Ileana Echegoyen, appears to declare 
  in the Department of Justice as part of the investigation of the thousand  
  million dollars assigned by the Administration of the former-governor Sila  
  M Calderon 
3/5  The new penal code will not be approved today in the ordinary session of  
  the house of representatives, after the caucus PNP raised serious  
  questioning 
3/5  The Commission of Ethics of the camera evaluates a complaint situated  
  against the Representative José Towers Ramírez by allegedly not to  
  request neither to pay the patent of a residence that rented in Coamo 
3/6  The municipality of Orocovis was trembled by an operating one of the  
  Bureau of Special Operations of the Department of Justice in which they  
  arrested 61 people by charges of drug trafficking and violation to the law  
  of weapons.   
3/6  The President of the Senate Thomas Rivera Schatz, requested a  
  complaint low oath, in the case of the contracts of the company founded  
  by the Senator Roger Iglesias 



3/6  The candidate to the government by the PPD, Alejandro Garcia Padilla,  
  presented its jobs creation plan that will offer a credit to pay electric power  
  to the businesses that hire at least an unemployed one, as well as a  
  subsidy to them dismissed by the Law 7 
3/6  The Commission of Ethics of the camera, could not determine if has  
  jurisdiction or not on the complaint situated against a popular  
  representative who is alleged did not pay patents by a house that rented in  
  Coamo.   
3/7  The Meeting of Directors of the Perpetual Trust of Special Communities  
  decided to freeze the granting of new disbursements until be completed  
  an audit of all the accounts of that program. 
3/8  The Senate approves measure to extend the amnesty so that the  
  contributing debtors can pay without surcharges, interests and punish- 
  ments any contribution owed to the government 
3/9  The former-secretary of the government of the PPD, Aníbal José Torres,  
  required to the Governor Luis Fortuño that leave without effect the  
  contract of the Business Engineering and Communications Group,  
  founded by the Senator PNP Roger Churches with the Authority for the  
  Financing of the Infrastructure 
3/9  A new mayor was chosen in Cidra, after a FEI to dismiss the mayor Angel  
  Wiso Malavé 
3/12  Groups in favor of the vehicles fourtracks are met in the Capitol, in protest  
  to the Law 22 that prohíbe the use of these motor vehicles 
3/12  The controversy by the wage adjustments to the police is more in force  
  than never and now the union leaders of the uniformed one threaten that  
  the situaçión can affect the result of the next elections 
3/13  Former Senator Carlos Díaz must be certified by the Election Commission 
  To run for representative for the Precint 4 of San Juan 
3/13  Conference room Baltazar Corrada del Río in the Senate, will from now 
  The name of Rev. Yiye Avila 
3/13  The proposal of Governor Luis Fortuño to limit the constitutional right to 
  Bail, contradicts the position of Chief Executive in 2009, when the Senate 
  Debated a draft by Senator Carmelo Ríos 
3/13  Three Republican candidates for President of the US are visiting PR to 
  Campaign before the Republican presidential primary on Sunday 
3/13  The PPD gubernatorial candidate Alejandro García Padilla denied that he 
  Asked the government to reimburse the money spent on a gift for his wife 
  Bought in a sex store in Seattle. 
3/14  Takes place in the Election Commission a mock election in the face of  
  Primary PPD, PNP and Republican Party, to be held this coming Sunday 
  And which was verified and tested the electronic system to be used that 
  Day 
3/14  The republican pre-candidate for President of the US, Rick Santorum, 
  Met with the governor at La Fortaleza  
3/14  Another republican pre-candidate who is visiting the Island is Fred Krager 
  Is the first candidate for President of the US openly homosexual 



3/15 Missing 72 hours for the primaries, the Presidents of the PNP and PPD 
 Reduced their expectations of participation of their hosts 
3/15 With a total of 2,508 participants, released the results of the survey by 
 Internet Tu Voto 2012 in which the incumbents took the best part  
3/15 Governor Luis Fortuño said the Republican Presidential Candidate Rick 
 Santorum never favored the classes in the public system has to be 
 Taught in English as a requirement to grant statehood in PR 
3/16 The Chairman of the Elections Commission will attend the Supreme 
 Court with an appeal for judicial decision revision paralyzing the  
 Electronic ballot 
3/16 The President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives 
 Held their campaign closures at the Capitol 
3/18 Special Program of Voto 2012 regarding the Primary Elections 
3/19 In the State Elections Commission continues the counting of votes 
3/19 Governor Luis Fortuño denied that his party has caused the slowness of the  
 Primary results to boost electronic scrutiny  
3/19 Eduardo Bhatia, the legislator with the most votes during the primaries, said 
 The PNP voters left off the ballot the good legislators 
3/19 Patillas Mayor Benjamín Cintrón said he was happy to lost yesterday to its 
 Primary comptetitor, the representative Cristobal Colón 
3/20 The Chairman of the Elections Commision, Héctor Conty, waive the barrage 
 Of criticts and requests to resign for being responsible for the delay in the 
 Primary results 
3/20 Increasing agricultural production to one billion dollars a year, creating  
 Thousands of new jobs and breakfasts in school cafeterias are serving 
 Local produce are some of the proposals in the agricultruan plan of  
 Alejandro García Padilla 
3/20 The Company Engineering and Communications Group, founded by Senator 
 Roger Iglesias, resigned to contracts with the Authority for the Financing of 
 Infrastructure Projects for the inspection of two schools 
3/21 Start scrutiny on the primary votes 
3/21 Senator Roger Iglesias challenged the President of the College of Engineering 
 To produce evidence of its suspension of license or certification 
3/22 Popular candidates in the District of SJ, José Nadal Power and Ramón Luis 
 Nieves, will require the governor to disclose expenses on the trip to Panamá 
3/22 In what appears to be a case similar to that of Roger Iglesias, the former mayor 
 Of Trujillo Alto and father of Senate President Thomas Rivera Schatz has won 
 Government contracts for more than a million dollars 
3/22 The presence of Norberto Nieves, former PNP representative convicted for  
 Corruption in the tables of the primary election, caused discomfort in continuing 
 The work that produced no progress in two of the most talked about  
 Controversies 
3/26 The PPD announced that the candidate to face Jorge Santini for mayor of San 
 Juan in the elections will be Carmen Yulín Cruz 
3/26 The governor announced the construction of a new hotel in Bayamon focused on  
 the concept of urban tourism with an investment of 49.5 million 



3/26 More than a week before the primary, the President of the EEC, Hector Perez  
 Conty, announced that it is up to him to decide whether an election recount 
3/27 The two leading candidates for governor placed their hopes of victory in the 
 Large group of voters who say they are undecided or not voting, according to 
 The latest survey by the newspaper El Nuevo Día that reflects a decline in the  
 support they both have facing the November elections 
3/27  Before the claim of the electoral commissioners and sectors of the people in  
 general, the president of the CEE made the historic decision to order the general  
 scrutiny 
3/28 Representative Angel Pérez of District 6 of Guaynabo, prevailed in a review 
 Primary ballots 
3/28 Telenoticias performed a Mock Election, with a massive participation of the 
 People 
3/28 Just 3 months at City Hall, Mayor of Vega Baja is recorded threatening to 
 Employees of the municipality 
3/28 Governor Luis Fortuño and Resident Commissioner Pedro Pierluisi were 
 victors in the First Electoral Mock held by Radio Isla, Noticel, Vote Smart  
 and Telemundo 
3/28 Resigns Police Superintendent Emilio Díaz Colón 
3/29 Gov. Luis Fortuño announced the appointment of former FBI agent Héctor 
 Pesquera as new Superintendent of Police 
3/29 The mayor of Vega Baja, Iván Fernández, publicly apologized for the outburst 
 In which he threatened to dismiss municipal officials 
3/30 The Court of Appeals for the First Circuit denied bail pending appeal to former 
 Senator Héctor Martínez and businessman Juan Bravo 
3/30 Today is the deadline for public employees benefitign from the encouraged 
  waiver  
3/30 Amid the maelstrom of international conspiracies and allegations of irregularities,  
 Arrive in PR the new Superintendent of Police Héctor Pesquera 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WAR 

 
 
 
 



EDUCATION 
 
 
1/9  A  new broad front was established to challenge those that historically 

have represented the teachers 
1/10  Leaders from various organizations of the Río Piedras Campus of the  
  UPR complained that the new security plan proposed by the Chancellor  
  makes the campus in a police siege 
1/12  Governor Luis Fortuño Cataño opened in the first school program for the  
  21st Century Schools 
1/18  A group of parents of first graders Elemntal School in Yauco Luis Muñoz  
  Rivera, asked the Department of Education to change the educator to  
  understand that is not fit to teach 
1/19  A new security plan that imposes a requirement to identify and installation  
  of security cameras in the Río Piedras Campus of the UPR was  
  repudiated by students and employees 
1/19  Governor Luis Fortuño opens the second of 103 schools in the 21st  
  Century Schools Program 
2/8  Hearing is held against UPR student who is charged with obstruction of  
  justice and breach of the peace 
2/20  Of the 39 000 teachers in the public school system, will only receive the  
  salary increase they studied improve their academic preparation 
2/24  In a country where public education system has not achived outstanding 
  Grades in spanish teaching, in the Senate will pass a bill to teach 
  Mandarin, French and German 
3/7  The Director, Parents and teachers of an elementary school of Aibonito  
  are taking measures to avoid that the increase in the influenza cases  
  number degenerate in a bud 
3/13  The General Student Council of the UPR held the first General Assembly 
  Of the academic year 2011-2012 
3/21  The 24-hour strike held at the Ponce Campus of the UPR transcurred 
  Without confrontations 
3/22  A mother claims that her son is a victim of bullying requiring medical 
  Care on several occasions and that the Department of Education has 
  Not intervened 
3/23  The Governor expects the Attorney General to disclose its views on the 
  Scope of a law that prohibits companies offering engineering services 
  Without being organized by licensed engineers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



HEALTH CARE/MEDICINE 

 
1/2 Studies have shown that loneliness is not good for health 
1/3 The pill has been describes as one of the greatest scientific inven- 
 tions of the 20th century 
1/4 Eat  vitamins and Omega 3 helps to have a healthy brain 
1/5 In addition to dental caries and infections, the bacterias that live in the 
 Mouth may increase the risk of respiratory conditions 
1/6 Puerto Rico joins the international movement Batuka, a powerful  
 combination of music and movement 
1/10 The FDA continues to warning consumers about the risk of powerful drugs  
 prescribed for pain, may be mixed with OTC products manufactured at  
 Novartis Pharmaceuticals 
1/11 Mosquitoes bite some people more than others due to bacteria that live on  
 the skin 
1/12 Many take aspirin to prevent heart attacks, but it seems that the drug  
 taken daily could cause more problems 
1/13 The FDA approved the vaccine Prevnar 13 for the prevention of  
 pneumonia and other infections in adults 50 years or more 
1/17 Excessive alcohol consumption may cause cancer in men 
1/18 one study found that driving with a cold, can be as more dangerous to 
 do under the influence of alcohol, which may decrease by more than  
 50 percent of driving skills 
1/24 New research shows that the pill can ease menstrual period pain 
1/30 In PR is the law to vaccinate children, but the number of parents who 
 Choose not to vaccinate is growing 
2/1 Today it would be approved in the House of Representatives a bill  
 requiring health plans to include in their cover Naturopathic services 
2/3 Grief over the death of a loved one can dramatically increase the risk that  
 a person suffers a heart attack 
2/7 Study confirms that laughter may indeed be the best medicine for children 
2/8 Eyebrows re-implantation surgery 
2/9 Pedicured feet, plus beauty and good hygiene, reflect good health 
2/9 According to a study that include four experiments, gossips can make 
 People feel better 
2/10 A study reveals that the intensity of pain is greater in women than in men 
2/10 Silver is so effective in killing cancer cells as chemotherapy, without  
 causing side effects in healthy tissue of the patient 
2/13 The authorities of Rio Piedras Medical Center are investigating whether an  
 employee of the institution suffers from tuberculosis 
2/13 A drug for children with leukemia has become scarce in PR, which could  
 cause changes in the treatments received by children with cancer 
2/14 More and more men and women suffering from sexual anorexia 
2/14 A recent study reveals that men take less time to fall in love than women 
2/16 Having trouble sleeping may cause memory problems 



2/16 Change a drink of water or at least, the diet version, helps you lose weight 
2/16 The Cancer Hospital at Medical Center could close soon and their  
 Patients be affected because the institution does not generate sufficient 
 Funds to sustain itself 
2/16 Having a best friend benefits the mind and the body of a child 
2/24 The risk of death from heart attacks is higher in women than in men,  
 because sometimes women have no known symptoms of a heart attack 
2/28 US Scientists discovered that slepp helps the brain process emotional 
 Experiences and relieve traumatic memories 
3/2 The Hospital Auxilio Mutuo called a press conference to announce the  
 execution of the first one transplant of liver in PR 
3/2 To have a good oral hygiene, is not sufficient to be brushed 3 times a day,  
 also the high food in sugar should be avoided 
3/2 In spite of the fact that the PNP does not want him in its ballot, the Court  
 ordered the CEE to that certify the representative José Luis Rivera Guerra 
3/5 Travelling next to the window of airplane could bring problems of health 
3/5 According to the governing one Luis Fortuño, the amnesty of firearms has  
 been all a success 
3/9 Consuming fruits and vegetables can cause you to light up more attractive 
3/12 Center of Treatment Float that utilizes the flotation and corporal  
 movements causing that the body find the balance and wellness 
3/13 New study shows ways to protect the heart against cardiovascular 
 Diseases 
3/20 The Secretary of Health, Lorenzo González Feliciano, called to recognize 
 The signs and symptoms associated with infecton with tuberculosis  
 Bacteria 
3/21 Eating large amounts of red meat may increase the risk of death 
3/21 Health Secretary Lorenzo González admitted that this year has seen an 
 Increase in influenza cases in the Island 
3/29 Studies show that eating a diet high in fat may have an impact on semen 
 quality 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ENVIRONMENT AND SCIENCE 

 
1/11  The Supreme Court dismissed the petition for reconsideration filed by  
  lawyers for Bioculture 
1/13  The Chairman of the Board of Governors of the PREPA official said that  
  the project remains the pipeline, though the governor has instructed him to  
  seek other alternatives 
1/17  Increased anxiety in Utuado residents facing forced expropriations for the  
  reation of the pipeline 
1/18  Water bodies receive all kinds of PR waste and pollution discharges 
1/19  The College of Engineers and Surveyors expressed in writing to the  
  engineer corps of the United States the reasons for opposing the pipeline 
1/23  Community groups, environmental, labor and scientists opposed to the 
  Pipeline will march to demand the governor to withdraw definetively the  
  Project Vía Verde and to stop wasting money and forced expropiation 
1/23  Various sectors of the country will join in a national march to be held on  
  February 19 and require the permanent removal from government pipeline  
  Project 
1/24  A decision by the Supreme Triubnal revoked a lower-ranking in terms of  
  future construction on the land that comprise the "Northeast Ecological  
  Corridor 
1/24  Allow the use of ATV’ss in the Guánica Dry Forest, despite that only the  
  7% of the PR Territory is dedicated to protected areas and that they hold  
  the majority of the natural biodiversity of the Island 
1/25  It intensifies the claim of the scientific community and general public to  
  revoke the trade concession that the Department of Natural Resources   
  authorized in the Guánica Dry Forest 
1/31  After two weeks of intense public pressure, the PR Experience Company 
  Withdrew its intention to establish in Guanica Dry Forest 
1/31  Guaynabo neighbors reported the cutting five trees and 6 palms and  
  drastic pruning 27 trees made by a municipal brigade 
1/31  After 45 years of being operated by Cornell University in NY, the Arecibo  
  Observatory was taken over by a Puerto Rican University 
2/1  A federal grant will help reduce emissions of dozens of diesel drag trucks 
2/3  A community of Rio Grande is very concerned because the drinking water  
  served by the AAA is contaminated with gasoline 
2/9  The Front of Affirmation of the Southeast and the Arroyano Pro  
  Committee called for the resignation of President of the Environmental  
  Quality Board for allowing PR to become a dumping ground for ash from  
  the AES Coal Plant 
2/22  The sea and the lakes appear to be most affected by environmental  
  Changes and pollution affecting the planet in different ways 
2/22  A company currently fighting for permission to remove tons of sand to 
  Produce millions of dollars 



3/8  According to the Company of Astronomy of the Caribbean, the planets  
  Jupiter and Venus to offer a curious astronomical spectacle 
3/14  Continues the bad practice in PR of cutting mature trees and then planting 
  Small ones to reforest 
3/21  The National Weather Service remains in effect a flood warning for 
  Eight towns 
3/23  Eleven families of the Real Anón District of Ponce are partially cut 
  Off after a coup of the Inabón river destroyed the bridge which gives 
  Vehicular access to the community 
3/26  A new technology in PR can monitor an accused of a crime by global 
  Positioning sattelitte and detects drugs and alcohol 
3/27  Tomorrow will be hedl the annually Tsunami simulaiton called Lantex 
  At 9:04 a.m. 
3/27  The torrential rains that fell last night in the town of Vega Baja forced to 
  Close a special school for flooding 
3/28  Fails again to send text messages via cell phone companies in the 4th 
  Tsunami drill held by the government 
3/29  Governor Luis Fortuño said this afternoon four municipalities in the 
  State of emergency due to the ravages caused by the rains 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



ECONOMY/CONSUMER INTEREST 

 
1/11 Sales during the Eve of Epiphany were slow in stores in Río Piedras 
1/17 The Internet portal Wikipidia announced that its website will be turned 
  Off on Tuesday in protest of the SOPA Act 
1/20  The closing announcement Hovensa refinery on the island of Santa Cruz   
  threatens to destabilize once again the price of gasoline 
1/20  The Petrol Retailers Association is alert to the local impact that may have  
  the announced closure of the refinery Hovensa 
1/31  Compulsory insurance cover and ACAA was extended until February 4 for  
  vehicles with tags are due today and the licenses of vehicles have not  
  been issued 
2/1  Soon the toll plazas throughout the Island will become AutoExpreso  
  System 
2/3  Drivers continue doing lines at Driver Services Centers only one day to the  
  deadline for renewing their tags 
2/3  Soon, consumers can choose the PREPA consumer representatives on 
  the Governing Board of that Agency 
2/3  New ICE lab allows authorities to raise and preserve evidence of modern  
  technology product 
2/6  Community pharmacies are an endangered species to competition from  
  big chains and foreign pharmacies that are lagging the market 
2/7  A group of Puerto Ricans joined a company to kill, process and export 
  The meat of the green iguanas that have become a pest harmful to PR 
2/10  The Chief Executive said that AAA does not provide for an increase in the  
  rate of drinking water 
2/13  The alternative advertising is an illegal practice that endangers the lives of  
  young drivers in some of the major country 
2/13  Proposed legislation to ban synthetic marijuana is currently sold legally in  
  PR 
2/16  Ask the area code to make transactions with credit cards could become  
  Illegal 
2/27  Continue to increase the price of gasoline 
3/8  New technology permits that the police detect, while patrol, if the number  
  of its board is linked to some crime, by means of a system of search 
3/16  DAVID PLUS system, which contains information on drivers and motor 
  Vehicles broke down so the drivers will offer services to a limited extent 
3/27  Federal authorities announced a partnership with the Government of PR 
  That seeks to align both the public and employees of both governments, 
  On the ocnsequences of committing the crime of identity theft 
 
 
 
 
 



RELIGION AND SOCIAL ISSUES 

 
1/2 Amateur video recorded in a housing complex near the Residential  
 Covadonga, shows an apparent massive attack with powerful automatic  
 weapons shot in New Year's Eve 
1/2 Reduce the incidence of murder and implement the reform of the police  
 PR are the two main objectives of the Superintendent of Police for the  
 Year 
1/2 Mayaguez Pastor decides to take the Word of God on the road with a 
 “Drive-thru” of prayer  
1/9 Create Campaign "But today is not the Day" which aims to engage people  
 to work in Puerto Rico 
1/11 Workers affiliated to the brotherhood of office workers and the union of 
 dock workers in Port Authority, protested outside the Labor Department 
 for the dam ordered by the Public Corporation in negotiating the new 
 collective agreement 
1/12 The Federal Immigration and Customs Enforcement, broke up a U.S.  
 based network that smuggled PR identification documents 
1/16 According to the Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation, 83 percent  
 of people arrested while attempting to smuggle arms, drugs and cell  
 phones in prisons throughout the country are women, mostly wives and  
 mothers of inmates 
1/25 An alleged rapist was caught by police in the moments when allegedly 
 Sexually assaulted a student from UPR 
1/25 An article published by a Colombian journalist in Latin Voice Huffington  
 Post has generated controversy in the United States and PR by the  
 stereotyped description that makes our country and its people 
1/30 Several unions representing public Employee Union under the Law 45,  
 they camped out in front of the Department of Labor to enforce labor law 
1/31 At the Vatican, a Papal spokesman officially announced that Pope  
 Benedict XVI will made  a tribp to Mexico and Cuba 
1/31 Vieques and Culebra residents marched to the Capitol demanding better 
 Service from Maritime Transportation  
2/3 The United Nations declared the end of the state of hunger in Somalia, 
 Thanks to good harvests and humanitarian aid. 
2/3 Civil Society members protested outside the Federal Court against the 
 National Defense Law Act 
2/10 The Law Society ensures that there is a potential violation of civil rights as  
 prisoners by passing a group of students in Bayamon Jail as part of  
 the Department of Education "Loving Liberty 
2/14 Installation of telecommunications antenna on a tract of land where a 
 motel is also located has caused deep unease among neighborhood  
 residents Suzúa of Yauco 
2/14 The civil action is essential to bring about positive changes in society 
 And this is part of what generated the citizen forums 



2/24 Education will be the focus of the Puerto Rican Day Parade held on  
 June 10, on Fifth Avenue in New York 
2/24 Just five days into the amnesty for the voluntary surrender of weapons, 
 The call to citizenship through religious leaders has exceeded government 
 Expectations 
2/29 The Supreme Court do not granted the Motion for Reconsideration filed 
 by the religious leader of MITA Church, Aaron, to avoid submitting to a  
 paternity test 
3/6 Report to bring to light how an electronic fetter functions and what failures  
 has its application 
3/7 An endless number of families on the verge of losing its homes responded  
 to the Department of Dwelling to receive an is worth to be utilized in the  
 payment of the mortgage, but the visit became protes 
3/8 Homeless family is sheltered in a house abandoned in the town of  
 Peñuelas 
3/12 Governor Luis Fortuño declares a day of sorrow by the death of the leader  
 viequense Dawn "Pupa" Encarnación 
3/14 A vigil will be held outside the Ponce Art Museum as expressions of the 
 Senate President Thomas Rivera Schatz to withdraw the subsidy that the 
 Government gives the Museum 
3/19 New technology allows police to identify vehicles used to commit crimes 
3/21 A group of journalists will accompany the Pope on his trip from Rome 
 To México 
3/21 A group of young children involved in the raid occurred at a nightclub, 
 Came with his parents to the Court of San Juan 
3/26 Expectation in the Cuban capital to the upcoming arrival of Pope Benedict  
 16 through Revolution Square 
3/26 Cuba comes to Pope Benedict is 16 for the second papal visit in history of  
 that country 
3/27 Pope Benedict 16 arrived today from Havana Cuba to Santiago City 
3/28 Pope Benedict 16 met with the former President of Cuba, Fidel Castro 
 
 
 
 
 
 



III. OTHERS 

 
A. TELEMUNDO’S GALLERY 

 
 The station’s lobby is the site of Telemundo’s Gallery, open to 
the general public and school tours from 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
 
B. SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND EVENTS 

 
 
C. PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS 

 
PSA# TITLE LENGTH JAN  FEB        MAR TOTAL 

 
1081 Alianza/Fruto  :30ss    45     86  90    221 
1082 Alianza/Valores  :30ss    39     90  13    142 
1083 Iniciativa/Desayuno :30ss    39     41        41 
1091 El poder de Saber :30ss       43        43 
1092 Cuando Votes Piensa :30ss       25  62      87 
1093 Poder Saber/Cynthia :30ss     2            2  
1093 Clin. Prev. Tiroides :30ss        8  41           49 
1094 Cool & Casual Day :30ss      29      29 
1095 El Poder/Alexandra :20ss      30      30 
1096 El Poder/Dagmar :30ss      30      30 
1097 Campaña W&Y /Paz :20ss  114        114 
1097 El Poder/David  :30ss      30      30 
1098 Camp. W&Y/Respeto :30ss  111        111 
1098 Congreso Autismo :30ss      75      75 
1099 Camp. W&Y/Fuerza :30ss  108        108 
1696 Soy Mujer (Brenda) :30ss      20      20 
1697 Soy Mujer (Brenda 2) :30ss      20      20 
1698 Soy Mujer (Dagmar1) :30ss      20      20 
1699 Soy Mujer (Dagmar2) :30ss      18      18 
1040 Sife Corbata  :30ss      15      15 
1041 Torneo Golf Marzo :30ss      10        10 
 TOTAL     458   293  503  1,254 
 

 
 


